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Abstract—This paper studies the problem of XML message brokering with user subscribed profiles of keyword queries and presents a
KEyword-based XML Message Broker (KEMB) to address this problem. In contrast to traditional-path-expressions-based XML
message brokers, KEMB stores a large number of user profiles, in the form of keyword queries, which capture the data requirement of
users/applications, as opposed to path expressions, such as XPath/XQuery expressions. KEMB brings new challenges: 1) how to
effectively identify relevant answers of keyword queries in XML data streams; and 2) how to efficiently answer large numbers of
concurrent keyword queries. We adopt compact lowest common ancestors (CLCAs) to effectively identify relevant answers. We devise
an automaton-based method to process large numbers of queries and devise an effective optimization strategy to enhance
performance and scalability. We have implemented and evaluated KEMB on various data sets. The experimental results show that
KEMB achieves high performance and scales very well.
Index Terms—Keyword search, XML data stream, XML message brokers, compact lowest common ancestor (CLCA).
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1

INTRODUCTION

E

XTENSIBLE Markup Language (XML) is a standard for data

exchange on the Internet. Steam-based XML query
processing is an emerging query paradigm, where XML
data continuously arrives from different sources, and XML
queries are evaluated each time when a new document is
received. An important feature of stream-based processing is
to efficiently process data as it arrives. The XML message
broker is an application of stream-based XML query
processing where messages need to be filtered and transformed on-the-fly. In contrast to publisher-subscriber systems, XML message brokers select a relevant part of the XML
document, instead of the whole matched XML document.
XML message brokers have attracted great interest from
academic and industrial communities [2], [4] since they
have a lot of applications on the web and have become
mediators between the applications and users. An important application is personalized content delivery, where
users register with the broker by providing their interests,
the applications send messages to the broker, the broker
filters these messages based on the user interests, and sends
the personalized relevant data to each user.
The existing XML message brokers [2], [4], [6], [9], [13],
[16], [24], [26], [38] usually use path expressions, such as
XPath/XQuery expressions, to specify user interests. However, users are usually interested in the content of XML
streams instead of the structures. Moreover, most of internet
users cannot write valid path expressions since 1) XPath/
XQuery is very complicated and hard to comprehend, and
2) XPath/XQuery depends on the underlying, sometimes
complex, schemas which are usually unknown for internet
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users. Fortunately, keyword search has been proposed as an
alternative means of querying XML documents [15], [28],
[41], which is simple and yet familiar to most internet users
as it only requires the input of some keywords.
In this paper, we study the problem of keyword-based
XML message brokering, where message brokers store a
large number of user profiles, in the form of XML keyword
queries that capture the data requirement of users/
applications. We propose a KEyword-based XML Message
Broker (called KEMB) to effectively identify users’ interested data, by addressing the recent trends of seamlessly
integrating databases and information retrieval. KEMB uses
the concept of compact lowest common ancestors (CLCAs) to
effectively identify relevant answers of keyword queries
over XML data streams. KEMB adopts an automaton-based
method to facilitate the processing of large numbers of
keyword queries and employs an optimization technique
by effectively indexing the queries to enhance the performance and scalability. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to address the problem of keyword-based
XML message brokering. To summarize, we make the
following contributions:
.

We propose KEMB to address the problem of
keyword-based XML message brokering with user
subscribed profiles of keyword queries. We adopt
the concept of CLCAs to effectively identify relevant
answers of keyword queries over XML data streams.
. We devise an automaton-based method to process
large numbers of keyword queries. We propose
maximal coverage rules and coverage graph to
accelerate the processing of large numbers of
concurrent keyword queries by effectively indexing
the keyword queries.
. We have conducted an extensive experimental study
and the experimental results show that KEMB
achieves high performance and scales very well.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We
survey related works in Section 2. We present how to
effectively answer keyword search in XML data streams in
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Section 3 and propose an automation-based method to
process large numbers of concurrent keyword queries in
Section 4. We conduct extensive experimental studies in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 XML Message Filtering/Brokering
In this section, we focus our discussion on the work that is
most closely related to our approach XML message
brokering. The alternative approaches can be broadly
classified into two categories: the automaton-based methods and the index-based approaches.
Automaton-based approaches [2], [9], [13], [16] build an
automaton based on the XPath/XQuery expressions processed by the system. The transitions in the automaton are
triggered by the tags of the XML document being
processed. XFilter [2] treats each XPath as a finite state
machine (FSM). This approach is not able to fully handle
overlap, especially prefix overlap, between expressions. To
address this problem, YFilter [9] extends XFilter by building
a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) for all XPath
expressions in the system. Another automaton-based
approach, XPush [16], lazily constructs a single deterministic pushdown automaton for XPath expressions.
The index-based algorithms [4], [6], [24], [26], [38] take
advantage of precomputed schemes on either XML
documents or XPath expressions. XTrie [6] proposes a
trie-based index structure, which decomposes the XPath
expressions to substrings that only contain parent-child
operators to share common substrings among queries.
Index-Filter [4] addresses the problem of obtaining all
matches for each expression stored in the system. It
answers multiple XML path queries by building indexes
over the XML document elements to avoid processing
large portions of the input document. Filtering by Sequencing Twigs (FiST) [24] is the first-sequence-based XML
document filtering system. FiST encodes XML documents
and twig patterns into Prüfer sequences and holistically
matches twig patterns with coming documents. A branching-sequencing-based XML message broker is proposed
[38] to match twig patterns holistically.
In addition, Lakshmanan and Parthasarathy [26] proposed an index structure that manages XPath expressions
for solving the filtering problem. Kwon et al. [25] devised a
method to take advantage of overlaps in different XPath
expressions by using a novel encoding scheme. Fabret et al.
[11] provided an implementation that uses a relational
database as the matching engine to address the XML
message brokering problem. Candan et al. [5] presented
AFilter to leverage both prefix and suffix commonalities
over filter statements for reducing the overall filtering time.
Chan and Ni [7] proposed to optimize the performance of
content-based dissemination of XML data by piggybacking
useful annotations to the document being forwarded so that
a downstream router can leverage the processing done by
its upstream router to reduce its own overhead.
However, the path-expressions-based XML message
brokers are powerful but unfriendly for internet users.
First, users are usually interested in the contents of XML
documents instead of the structures. Second, the path
expressions are hard to comprehend for nondatabase users.
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For example, XPath/XQuery expressions are fairly complicated to grasp. Finally, the path expressions require the
underlying, sometimes complex, database schemas, which
are usually unaware for internet users. Fortunately, keyword search [8], [15], [34] provides an alternative means for
querying XML data.

2.2 Keyword Search in XML Data
Keyword search is a proven and popular mechanism for
querying in document systems and World Wide Web and
has been extensively applied to extract useful and relevant
information from the Internet. The database research
community has recently recognized the benefits of keyword
search and has been introducing keyword search capability
into relational databases [1], [3], [10], [14], [18], [20], [33], [36],
[37], [39], XML databases [8], [15], [19], [21], [29], [32], [34],
[40], [41], [42], [35], graphs [17], [22], [31], and heterogenous
data sources [27], [30]. Markowetz et al. [37] process
keyword queries on relational streams, and our method is
orthogonal to [37]. First, [37] focuses on relational data
streams and we emphasize on XML data streams. Second,
[37] considers join conditions and generates operate trees to
find relevant answers. We use stack-based algorithms to
identify compact trees. Third, [37] uses schema information
to generate operator trees while we find answers based on
XML data without using schema information.
The research most related to our work is the computation
of lowest common ancestor (LCAs) to answer keyword
queries in XML data, which has been extensively studied in
[8]. As an extension of LCA, XRank [15], meaningful LCA
(MLCA) [32], smallest LCA (SLCA) [41], grouped distance
minimum connecting tree (GDMCT) [19], valuable LCA
(VLCA) [29], multiway-SLCA (MSLCA) [40], RACE [28],
and XSeek [34] have been proposed to answer keyword
queries in XML data.
There are two baseline approaches for determining query
results adopted in the existing works. One is to return the
subtrees rooted at LCAs (or its variants) [15], [41], named as
subtree return. The other one is to return the paths in the XML
tree from each LCA to its descendants that match an input
keyword [19], [21], namely path return. XSeek [34] generates
return nodes, which can be explicitly inferred from keywords or dynamically constructed according to the entities
in the data that are relevant to the search. XSeek is not easy
to adapt to XML data streams as it highly depends on the
underlying XML schemas, and thus, it is rather hard to infer
entities from XML data streams. Liu and Chen [35] proposed
a new semantics by considering monotonicity and consistency to reason and identify relevant matches.
Generally, the existing XML keyword search methods
need first index XML elements (as inverted lists), and then,
answer keyword queries based on the indices. They are
hard to adapt to keyword search over XML data streams.
Inspired by path-expressions-based XML message brokers
and keyword search, we study the problem of keywordbased XML message brokering in this paper.

3

KEYWORD SEARCH IN XML STREAMS

3.1 Notations
For ease of presentation, we briefly outline the XML data
model and introduce some notations in this section. An
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Definition 2 (CLCA). Given a query K ¼ fk1 ; k2 ; . . . ; km g, and
suppose vi is a content node w.r.t. ki for 1  i  m. w ¼
LCAðv1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vm Þ is said to dominate vi w.r.t. K, if, 8v0j , a
content node w.r.t. kj (j 6¼ i), w  LCAðv01 ; . . . ; v0i1 ; vi ;
v0iþ1 ; . . . ; v0m Þ. w is a CLCA w.r.t. K, if w dominates each vi
for 1  i  m.

Fig. 1. (a) An XML Document and (b) the tree model.

XML document can be modeled as a rooted, ordered, and
labeled tree. Nodes in this rooted tree correspond to
elements in the XML document. For any two nodes u and
v, u  v (u  v) denotes that node u is an ancestor
(descendant) of node v; u  v denotes that u  v or u ¼ v.
We call node u that directly contains input keywords a
content node. Node u is called to (directly or indirectly)
contain keyword k if u directly contains k or u has a
descendant v that directly contains k. Fig. 1b gives the
tree model of the XML document in Fig. 1a, where b1
denotes the first element of tag b. To support metadata
search, the tag names (e.g., “b” in Fig. 1) are also taken as
keywords.

3.2 Query Semantics
We first briefly review the concepts of LCA [8] and SLCA
[41] and then introduce our methodology CLCA.
Definition 1 (LCA). Given m nodes, n1 ; n2 ; . . . ; nm , ca is a
common ancestor (CA) of these m nodes, if ca is an ancestor of
each ni for 1  i  m. lca is the LCA of these m nodes,
denoted as lca ¼ LCAðn1 ; n2 ; . . . ; nm Þ, if lca is a CA of
these m nodes and 6 9u, u  lca, which is also a CA of these
m nodes.
Existing methods usually compute the LCAs of content
nodes to answer keyword queries in XML documents.
However, it is inefficient to compute all the LCAs as there
may be large numbers of content nodes. To address this
problem, SLCA [41] is proposed to improve search
efficiency. The basic idea behind SLCA is that, if node v
contains all input keywords, its ancestors will be less
meaningful than v. Hence, SLCA introduces the concept of
smallest tree, which is a tree that contains all keywords but
contains no subtrees that also contain all keywords.
However, SLCA wrongly prunes some LCAs, which have
descendants that are also LCAs, and causes a serious
problem—negative, which is not an adhoc problem but
ubiquitous in the XML documents with nested structures.
For example, consider query {a; c; d} and the XML document in Fig. 1, the LCAs are a1 and a2 , but a1 is a false
negative for SLCA as a1 has a LCA descendant a2 .
However, a1 should contribute to an answer as {a1 ; d1 ; c2 }
contains the three input keywords. To address this problem
and effectively answer queries, we adopt the concept of
CLCA [12], [28].

A CLCA is the LCA of some relevant nodes, and the
irrelevant nodes cannot share a CLCA. For instance, recall
query {a; c; d} although a1 is the LCA of a1 ; c1 , and d1 , it is
not their CLCA as c1 is dominated by a2 while d1 is
dominated by a1 . It is easy to figure out that a1 is the CLCA
of a1 ; d1 , and c2 ; and a2 is the CLCA of a2 ; c1 , and d2 . Note
that SLCA wrongly prunes some LCAs which have LCA
descendants and CLCA can avoid such false negatives
introduced by SLCA. Moreover, the false negative problem
is not an adhoc problem but ubiquitous over the XML
documents with nested structures. For example, recall
query {a; c; d}, the CLCAs are a1 and a2 , but a1 is not a
valid SLCA as it has a LCA descendant a2 .
In terms of “AND” semantics, CLCA is the same as
exclusive LCA (ELCA) [42] and XRank [15]. In terms of
“OR” semantics, they are different and CLCA captures
more compact structures. For example, in Fig. 1, suppose
node e has two children b3 and c3 with keywords b; c,
respectively. Consider “OR” semantics, node e is not an
ELCA for query fa; b; c; dg, but it is a CLCA. We have
compared different semantics [12]. Interested readers are
referred to [12] for more details. In this paper, we use CLCA
semantics and identify path returns (the subtrees rooted at
CLCAs and containing the paths from each CLCA to its
descendants that are dominated by the CLCA) as answers.
For example, the path returns of query fa; c; dg are
<a1 ><d1 =><c2 =><=a1 > a n d <a2 ><c1 =><d2 =><=a2 >.
We first consider “AND” semantics, and then, extend to
support “OR” semantics.

3.3 Keyword Search in XML Streams
In this section, we propose KALE to effectively process
keyword search over XML streams. Different from KEMB,
KALE answers one keyword query at a time, as opposed to
simultaneously answering large numbers of concurrent
keyword queries.
We adopt a stack-based method for event-driven processing. Arriving XML documents are parsed with an eventbased SAXParser. The events raised during parsing are used
to drive the execution; in particular, 1) “start-of-document”
events drive KALE to initialize the stack, 2) “start-of-element”
events cause KALE to push elements, and 3) “end-ofelement” events drive KALE to pop elements. During
elements processing, if the element in the stack contains all
input keywords, it is a CLCA and we identify the answer. If
the element contains a part of input keywords, KALE takes
the subtree rooted at it as a subtree of its parent, i.e., the
element directly below it in the stack; otherwise, we discard
such element. We present Lemma 1 to identify CLCAs and
construct the answers rooted at CLCAs.
Lemma 1. Given a keyword query in KALE, an element e in the
stack is a CLCA, if during execution, e contains all input
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Fig. 3. A running example on query {a; c; d}.

coming of <=b1 >, as b contains no keyword, KALE pops
it from the stack. Upon the coming of <=d1 >, KALE
pops d from the stack. As d is an input keyword, KALE
takes the subtree rooted d as a subtree of its parent a1 .
When <=a2 > arrives, KALE pops a2 from the stack. As
the subtree associated with a2 contains all keywords, a2
must be a CLCA and the subtree associated with a2 (as
circled by the rectangle) must be a path return (Lemma 1).
We can proceed to walk through our algorithm and get
two results (Fig. 3).

4
Fig. 2. KALE algorithm.

keywords. The subtree associated with e must be a path return
which matches the keyword query.
Proof. Given any element in the runtime stack, e, and for
any children of e, d, if d contains all the keywords, the
descendants of d must have been popped out from the
runtime stack. As e contains all keywords, and any
children of e cannot dominate the keywords denoted by
e, e must be a CLCA. Hence, the subtree associated with
e must be a path return.
u
t
Based on above observations, we devise a stack-based
algorithm in an event-driven fashion (Fig. 2). KALE first
parses the XML documents using SAXParser (line 2), and
then, for each incoming element e, if e is a type of “start-ofdocument,” KALE initializes the stack (line 6); if e is a type of
“start-of-element,” KALE pushes e into the stack (line 8); if e
is a type of “end-of-element,” KALE calls its subroutine EoE
to check whether this element is a CLCA (line 10). EoE pops
the topmost element e from the stack (line 2). If e contains all
keywords, e must be a CLCA and the subtree associated with
it must be a path return (Lemma 1). EoE outputs the result
(lines 3-5). If e contains some input keywords, the ancestors
of e may constitute an answer with subsequent elements.
EoE takes the subtree associated with e as a subtree of its
parent (lines 6-9). It is easy to figure out that the time
complexity of the algorithm is OðD  NÞ, where D is the
depth of the XML document and N is the number of elements
in the XML document. To further go into our algorithm, we
walk through our algorithm with a running example.
Example 1. Consider the XML document in Fig. 1 and a
keyword query K ¼ fa; c; dg. When elements <a1 > and
<b1 > arrive, KALE pushes them into the stack. Upon the

KEYWORD-BASED XML MESSAGE BROKER

4.1 Problem Statement
XML message brokers take user profiles of keyword queries
and XML data streams as input, filter XML subtrees that
contain input keywords and satisfy search semantics (such
as CLCA), and finally, deliver the relevant answers to
corresponding users. As XML message brokers should
provide fast, on-the-fly matching of XML subtrees to large
numbers of user profiles, we propose a Keyword-based
XML Message Broker (KEMB) to address this issue. A
formal description of keyword-based XML message brokers
is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Keyword-based XML Message Brokers).
Given 1) a set Q ¼ fQ1 ; Q2 ; . . . ; Qn g of keyword queries and
2) a stream of XML documents, compute, for each document
D, the complete set of path returns corresponding to the
subtrees of D, which match Qi for 1  i  n.
Different from XML document filtering, KEMB should
identify all path returns as query results, which satisfy the
CLCA semantics, as opposed to the whole XML document
that matches user profiles. In contrast to KALE, KEMB
should provide the capability of effectively processing large
numbers of concurrent keyword queries.
Note that, during the KEMB execution to answer multiple keyword queries, although an element e in the runtime
stack is a CLCA for a query, KEMB cannot discard the
elements in the subtree rooted at e as they may answer
other queries with subsequent elements; similarly, even if e
contains all input keywords for query Qi , e may not be a
CLCA of Qi , as one of e’s children may be the CLCA if the
child contains all input keywords of Qi .
For example, consider the four queries in Table 1 and the
XML document in Fig. 1. When <=a2 > arrives although a2
contains all the input keywords of Q3 and is a CLCA, its
descendant d2 cannot be discarded as it may answer Q2
with subsequent elements b2 and a2 . Upon the coming of
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TABLE 1
User Subscribed Profiles, Q

2
a
1

<=b2 > although b2 contains “a; d,” b2 is not a CLCA of Q3 as
a2 is the CLCA.
Accordingly, it is not straightforward to process large
numbers of concurrent keyword queries and KEMB raises
new challenges: 1) how to efficiently identify CLCAs and
path returns for large numbers of keyword queries; 2) how to
take full advantage of the overlaps of large numbers of
concurrent keyword queries; and 3) how to discard the
outdated elements in an eager manner. That is, once finding
some outdated elements, which will not answer any query
with subsequent elements, throwing them away from the
runtime stack immediately. We propose Lemma 2 to check
whether an element is a CLCA to address the first
challenge. We will discuss how to address the other two
challenges in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
Lemma 2. Given an element in an XML document D, e, and any
keyword query Qi in Q. e is a CLCA w.r.t. Qi , if e contains all
the keywords in Qi after removing e’s children, which also
contain all the keywords in Qi .
Proof. Given an element in the runtime stack, e, if e contains
all keywords in Qi after removing e’s children that also
contain all such keywords, any children of e cannot
dominate those keywords denoted by e. Thus, e must be
a CLCA.
u
t
Example 2. Consider the four queries in Table 1 and the
XML document in Fig. 1. For query Q2 , as a1 contains all
input keywords of Q2 after removing its child b2 , which
also contains all the keywords, a1 is a CLCA as
formalized in Lemma 2.

4.2 Query Indexing
To effectively index keyword queries by sharing their
overlaps, in this section, we present an effective mechanism
to process large numbers of keyword queries.
Automaton-based approaches [2], [9], [13], [16] have
been proposed to utilize the overlaps of path queries. We
also adopt nondeterministic finite automaton to process
multiple keyword queries. However, KEMB is different
from the existing path-expressions-based methods as
1) KEMB should effectively and efficiently identify path
returns rooted at CLCAs as the answer; and 2) KEMB is
more difficult than path-expressions-based XML message
brokers as there is no constraint between input keywords in
KEMB while XPath expressions are labeled and ordered,
and must follow XPath-constraints.
KEMB uses an NFA-based approach to identify commonalities among keyword queries and share the processing among them. In our approach, rather than representing
each path query as a FSM individually, KEMB combines all
queries into a single FSM in the form of a NFA. The NFA
has two key features: (1) there is one accepting state for each
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Fig. 4. An NFA on top of queries in Table 1.

keyword query; and (2) the common subqueries of keyword
queries are represented only once.
Fig. 4 shows an example of such an NFA representing
the four queries in Table 1. The NFA represents multiple
keyword queries. Each query in the NFA has only a single
accepting state and the NFA contains multiple accepting
states. Note that the common subqueries are shared. A
circle denotes a state and each state is assigned with a
unique number (SID), the shaded circle represents the
initial state, and two concentric circles denote an accepting
state and such states are also marked with the queries they
represent [9]. A directed edge represents a transition, and
the symbol on an edge represents the input that triggers the
transition [9]. The output function of the NFA is a mapping
from the set of accepting states to a partitioning of the
queries in the system, where each partition contains the
queries that share the accepting state [9]. Once arriving at
an accepting state, we identify path returns and deliver them
to corresponding users as stated in Lemma 2.
Having presented the basic NFA model used by KEMB,
we describe an incremental process for NFA construction
and maintenance. Given a keyword query Qi , we construct
an FSM as follows: Each of its subsets represents a state. The
empty set represents the initial state and Qi itself denotes an
accepting state. Given two subsets of Qi , S 1 and S 2 , if S 1
S 2 and jS 1 j ¼ jS 2 j  1, there is a transition from S 1 to S 2
with the trigger of keyword k, where k 62 S 1 and k 2 S 2 , i.e.,
fkg ¼ S 2  S 1 . Given multiple keyword queries, we first
create their corresponding FSMs individually, and then,
combine them by sharing the common states to construct
the NFA. Note that each state in the combined NFA has a
self-loop (which denotes that it can transit to itself) with a
trigger of “” as shown in Fig. 4, which will be explained in
detail later. It is easy to figure out that NFA supports
update, insertion, and deletion of keyword queries well. For
deletion of a query, we first locate the accepting state for the
query. Then, we remove the previous states of the accepting
state iteratively. For each of the previous states, if it is not an
accepting state and has only one transition, we remove it
from the NFA and process its previous states similarly;
otherwise, we keep it and terminate.
Having described the logical construction of the NFA,
we present how to implement the NFA. For efficient
execution, the NFA is implemented using a hash tablebased approach, which has been shown to have low time
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Fig. 5. A running example of KEMB on queries in Table 1.

complexity for inserting/deleting states, inserting/deleting
transitions, and performing transitions [9]. In our approach,
a data structure is created for each state, including: 1) the
SID of the state; and 2) a small hash table that contains all
legal transitions from the state. The transition hash table for
each state contains [keyword, SID] pairs where keyword (the
key) indicates the trigger of the outgoing transition and SID
identifies the child state that the transition can lead to.
KEMB executes the NFA in an event-driven fashion; as
an arriving document is parsed, the events raised by the
parser callback the handlers and drive the transitions in the
NFA. KEMB employs a stack-based mechanism to execute
the event-based NFA. In contrast to KALE, KEMB maintains
“active states” associated with an element in the runtime
stack, which may contribute to answers with subsequent
elements. Different from YFilter, KEMB avoids backtracking
to process branches and predicates. KEMB employs the
following handlers:
1.
2.

3.

Start Document Handler: When an XML document
arrives to be parsed, the NFA execution begins at the
initial state.
Start Element Handler: When a new element is read
from the stream, the NFA execution transits the
initial state to “active states” with the trigger of
keywords directly contained in the element. KEMB
pushes the element and “active states” into the
runtime stack. Note that the initial state is also
added to the set of “active states” as there is a selfloop with trigger of “.” This is because some
subsequent elements may trigger the initial state to
other states and thus may generate potential query
results. For example, in Fig. 5, when <b1 > arrives,
KEMB pushes b1 associated with two active states 1
and 3 into the stack. As some subsequent elements,
such as e and f, may transit the initial state to states
6, 7, 13 and get an answer of query Q4 .
End Element Handler: When an “end-of-element” is
encountered, KEMB checks whether there are some
accepting states associated with the topmost element
e in the stack. For each accepting state (if any), KEMB
checks whether e is a CLCA based on Lemma 2. If it
is, KEMB constructs path return and delivers the
result to corresponding users. It is important to note

that, unlike a traditional NFA, whose goal is to find
one accepting state for an input, the NFA execution
must find all matching queries. Thus, even after an
accepting state has been reached for a document, the
execution must continue until the document has
been completely processed. Then, KEMB pops the
topmost element e from the stack. If the subtree,
denoted as T , associated with e contains input
keywords, KEMB takes T as a subtree of e’s parent,
p, i.e, the element directly below it in the stack.
Subsequently, KEMB updates “active states” associated with p as follows: For each keyword in T , k,
and each active state associated with p, , KEMB
checks: 1) k is looked up in ’s hash table. If it is
present, the corresponding SID is added to a set of
“target states,” which will be the “active states” for
the next element. 2) As there is a self-loop for symbol
“,”  is also added to the set of “target states,” as
some subsequent elements may trigger the state to
other active states. 3) After all current active states
have been checked in this manner, the set of “target
states” is pushed onto the top of the runtime stack.
They then become “active states” for the next event.
Example 3. Consider the XML document in Fig. 1 and user
profiles in Table 1. When <b1 > arrives, KEMB pushes b1
associated with two active states 1 and 3 into the stack.
When <=b1 > arrives, KEMB pops b1 from the stack and
takes it as a subtree of its parent a1 . Then, KEMB updates
the active states w.r.t. a1 , i.e., {1,2}, by triggering the two
states with keyword b. We get two target states 3 and 8
by, respectively, triggering states 1 and 2 with b. We note
that each state has a self-loop marked with “” as
subsequent elements may trigger the state to some other
active states. Thus, we should keep the original states 1
and 2 active. Because other elements, such as d, may
transit states 1 and 2 to active states 5 and 10,
respectively. Accordingly, we get the target states,
f1; 2; 3; 8g, i.e., “active states” for the next element a.
Similarly, we proceed to walk through the running
example as illustrated in Fig. 5.
The order of keywords to trigger the active states is
nondetermined, that is, the elements with different order
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will not result in different “target states.” Lemma 3
guarantees the correctness. In this paper, we select keywords in document order to transit “active states.”
Lemma 3. Consider a set of active states A (including the initial
state), T 1 and T 2 are target sets by triggering A with ordered
keywords L1 ¼ ‘‘k1 ; . . . ; ki ; . . . ; kj ; . . . ; kn ’’ and L2 ¼ ‘‘k1 ;
. . . ; kj ; . . . ; ki ; . . . ; kn ; ’’ respectively, we have T 1 ¼ T 2 .
Proof. Suppose the keyword set associated with A is K, and
the keyword sets w.r.t. L1 and L2 are K1 and K2 ,
respectively. It is easy to figure out T 1 and T 2 are,
respectively, the sets of the states for all the subsets of
K [ K1 and K [ K2 . As K1 ¼ K2 , K [ K1 ¼ K [ K2 . Hence,
we have T 1 ¼ T 2 .
u
t
For each element, when pushing it into the stack, we
need generate its active states; when popping it from the
stack, we need compute its parent’s active states. Thus,
the time complexity of KEMB is OðD  N  ASÞ, where AS
is the average number of active states for each element, D
is the depth of the XML document, and N is the number
of elements in the XML document.
Note that if the number of keywords in a query is too
large, for example, larger than 10, KEMB is inefficient and
we will not add it into the NFA. Instead, we use KALE to
answer such queries, which need not construct an NFA.
Thus, for the queries with small lengths, we combine them
into an NFA and use KEMB to answer the queries. For the
queries with large lengths, we use KALE.
The big difference between KALE and KEMB is that
1) KEMB should maintain “active states” during the NFA
execution; and 2) when an “end-of-element,” e, arrives,
KEMB checks whether there are some accepting states
associated with e. If so, KEMB identifies CLCAs, constructs
path returns, and delivers the results to corresponding users.
However, even if e is a CLCA, KEMB cannot discard its
descendants as they may answer other queries with subsequent elements. Recall Example 3, consider that <=a2 >
arrives although a2 is a CLCA w.r.t. Q3 , we cannot discard d2
as it will answer Q2 with subsequent elements a2 and b2 . In
addition, consider that <=b2 > arrives although b2 contains a
and d, it is not a CLCA of Q2 as its child a2 is the CLCA.
KEMB is suboptimal as during NFA execution it cannot
discard outdated elements, which will not answer any query
with subsequent elements, in an eager manner. That is, once
finding outdated elements, KEMB does not need to
maintain useless elements and should throw them away
from the stack. For example, recall Example 3, when <=d1 >
arrives, as d1 is a CLCA w.r.t. Q4 , we discard e and f as they
will not answer any query with subsequent elements.
Hence, how to discard outdated elements in an eager
manner is a challenge. To address this issue, we introduce
an effective strategy in Section 4.3.

4.3 Maximal Coverage Rule
In this section, we devise a novel strategy to identify and
discard outdated elements and corresponding states in an
eager manner. We note that this strategy can facilitate the
processing of large numbers of keyword queries, as KEMB
need not maintain the outdated elements and transit the
useless states in the runtime stack. We will experimentally
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prove that this strategy can improve search performance in
Section 5.
For ease of presentation, we begin by introducing some
notations. Given a set Q ¼ fQ1 ; Q2 ; . . . ; Qn g of keyword
queries, an XML data stream D and an element in D, e, let
 ¼ [ni¼1 Qi denote the input keyword set and CK(e) denote
the set of keywords which are contained in the subtree
rooted at e. 8k 2 , S k ¼ fQi jk 2 Qi g, which is the set of
keyword queries that contain input keyword k.
Ck ¼ [Qi 2Sk Qi , which denotes the set of input keywords that
are contained in a same keyword query with input keyword
k. Ck is called a coverage for k. Kk ¼ fljl 2  and Cl ¼ Ck g,
which is a set of keywords with the same coverage. For
example, considering the four keyword queries in Table 1,
we have  ¼ fa; b; c; d; e; fg, S d ¼ fQ2 ; Q3 g, Cd ¼ fa; b; dg,
Ce ¼ fe; fg, Cf ¼ fe; fg, and Kk ¼ fe; fg. Consider the XML
document in Fig. 1, CKðd1 Þ ¼ fd; e; fg. CKða2 Þ ¼ fa; c; dg.
Based on above notations, we are ready to introduce the
concept of maximal coverage rule (MCR).
Definition 4 (Maximal Coverage Rule). Given a set Q ¼
fQ1 ; Q2 ; . . . ; Qn g of keyword queries. 8k 2 , Ck ! k is called
a coverage rule. Ck ) Kk is called a maximal coverage rule.
Lemma 4. Given two keywords ki and kj , if Cki ¼ Ckj , we have,
1) Kki ¼ Kkj and 2) Cki ) Kki Ckj ) Kkj .
Proof. We first prove 1), and then, 2) is obvious.
We begin by proving that 8k 2 Kki , k 2 Kkj as follows:
If k 2 Kki , we have Ck ¼ Cki based on Definition 4. Thus,
Ck ¼ Ckj ¼ Cki . Hence, k 2 Kkj based on Definition 4.
Similarly, we can prove that 8k 2 Kkj , k 2 Kki . Therefore,
u
t
Kki ¼ Kkj .
Note that if Cki ¼ Ckj , then Kki ¼ Kkj (Lemma 4). Thus,
Cki ) Kki is equivalent to Ckj ) Kkj . We denote Ck ) Kk as
C ) K if there is no ambiguous in the context.
The novel idea behind MCR is that, given an input
keyword k, only the input keywords in Ck are highly
relevant to k. Similarly, given a coverage Ck , only the
keywords in Kk are highly relevant to Ck . Given an MCR
C ) K, if element e in the runtime stack contains all
keywords in C (CKðeÞ C), we can discard e descendant d if
CKðdÞ K, as d will not contribute to any answer with
subsequent elements. This is because CKðeÞ contains all
related keywords of CKðdÞ and the answers for d must be in
the subtree rooted at e. On the contrary, we cannot discard
them as they may contribute to other potential answers.
Therefore, we can use such features to identify the outdated
elements. For example, recall Example 3, consider that
<=d1 > arrives, as CKðd1 Þ ¼ fd; e; fg, CKðe1 Þ ¼ feg, CKðf1 Þ ¼
ffg and there is an MCR fe; fg ) fe; fg, e1 and f1 can be
discarded as they will not answer any keyword query.
Based on above observations, we propose Lemma 5 to
discard the outdated elements in an eager manner. If some
elements do not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5, we must
keep them in the runtime stack as they may contribute to
other answers.
Lemma 5. Given an element of an XML data stream, e, KEMB
can directly discard e’s descendant d in an eager manner, if
9 C ) K, 1) CKðeÞ C and 2) CKðdÞ K.
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Fig. 6. (a) An NFA and (b) the coverage graph.

Proof. Suppose k 2 K, we have C ¼ Ck . As S k ¼ fQi jk 2 Qi g
and Ck ¼ [Qi 2Sk Qi , all the keyword queries which contain
k must be in S k and Ck contains all the corresponding
keywords. As CKðeÞ C and CKðdÞ K, d cannot answer
any keyword query with subsequent elements, as the
answers associated with d have been already identified.
Therefore, we can discard d safely.
u
t
To effectively generate MCRs, we first construct
the coverage rules for every k 2 , and then, merge the
coverage rules with the same coverage to generate the
MCRs. For example, recall the four queries in Table 1.
Consider keyword a, we have Ca ¼ Q1 [ Q2 [ Q3 ¼ fa; b;
c; d} and fa; b; c; dg ! a. Similarly, fa; b; c; dg ! b, fa;
b; cg ! c, fa; b; dg ! d, fe; fg ! e, and fe; fg ! f. We
merge the coverage rules with the same coverage to
generate MCRs, fa; b; c; dg ) fa; bg, fa; b; cg ) fcg, fa; b;
dg ) fdg, and fe; fg) fe; fg. It is easy to figure out that
the number of MCRs is no larger than jj.
We propose an effective algorithm MCRGen to generate
MCRs (Fig. 7). MCRGen first initializes a set (denoted as
MCRSet) of MCRs as  (line 2). Then, for each input
keyword, MCRGen constructs its coverage C (line 5-line 7),
if there is a same coverage in MCRSet, we update the
coverage rule by inserting the keyword into the coverage
rule (line 9); otherwise, MCRGen inserts it into MCRSet
(line 11). It is easy to figure out that the complexity of the
algorithm is Oðj [ Qi j2 Þ.

4.4 Coverage Graph
During the NFA execution, if finding an accepting state, we
can utilize Lemma 5 to discard outdated elements. However, given an element e in the runtime stack, it is still a
challenge to efficiently identify the relevant
MCRs, the

coverages of which are contained by CKðeÞ C CKðeÞ . To
address this issue, we propose to construct a coverage graph.
For ease of presentation, we introduce some notations.
C ) K is called to cover Qi 2 Q if Qi C; C ) K is called to
directly cover Qi , if Qi C and 6 9C0 ) K0 , Qi C0 and
C0 C. C ) K is called to be covered by a set of keywords S,
if C S. Given two MCRs, Ru ¼ Cu ) Ku and Rv ¼
Cv ) Kv , Ru is called to contain Rv if Cv Cu . Ru is called
to directly contain Rv if Cv Cu and 6 9Rw ¼ Cw ) Kw , Cv
Cw and Cw Cu . Based on these notations, we introduce the
concept of coverage graph.

Definition 5 (Coverage Graph). The coverage graph is a
directed acyclic graph, where vertexes are MCRs. Given two
vertexes u and v, there is an arc from u to v, iff, the MCR w.r.t.
u, denoted as Ru , directly contains Rv . It is obvious that there
is a path from u to v, denoted as u e> v, iff, Ru contains Rv .
To efficiently construct the coverage graph, we first sort
MCRs according to their sizes in descending order, where
the size of an MCR C ) K refers to the number of keywords
in C. We then always select MCRmax with maximal size and
insert it into the coverage graph as follows: We add a new
vertex ! which maintains MCRmax into the coverage graph,
and identify the vertexes, the MCRs of which directly
contain MCRmax . For each such vertex v, we add an arc from
v to !. Fig. 6b gives the coverage graph on top of queries in
Table 1.
Note that we discard outdated elements only if there are
some accepting states for an element in the runtime stack.
Thus, in the NFA, each accepting state preserves some
pointers to the vertexes in the coverage graph, the MCRs
of which directly cover the keyword query for the
accepting state (the dotted lines in Fig. 6). Such vertexes
are called source vertexes for the accepting state. Given a
source vertex s, we classify MCRs in the coverage graph
into three categories:

Fig. 7. MCRGen algorithm.
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FindAncestors identifies relevant MCRs among the
vertexes which have paths to e iteratively. It first finds the
vertexes (line 2), which have arcs to e, and then, for each
such vertex a, if Ca CKðeÞ, FindAncestors adds Ra into the
result set (line 5) and identifies other relevant MCRs by
calling itself (line 6); otherwise, there are no relevant MCRs.
Similar to FindAncestors, FindDescendants also identifies
relevant MCRs iteratively. It first finds the vertexes (e has
arcs to such vertexes in line 2), and then, for each such
vertex d, if Cd CKðeÞ, FindAncestors adds the relevant
0
MCRs in fRd jd e> d0 g into the result set (line 5); otherwise,
identifies other relevant MCRs by calling itself (line 7). The
complexity of FindAncestors is OðDCGÞ, where DCG is the
depth of the coverage graph that is no larger than the
number of queries. The complexity of FindAncestors is
OðCGÞ, where CG is the number of nodes in the coverage
graph. The complexity of FindRMCR is OðAV  ðCG þ
DCGÞÞ, where AV is the average number of vertexes of a
given state.

Fig. 8. FindRMCR algorithm.

1.

O ¼ fRd js e> dg. Rd 2 O may be a relevant MCR.
Moreover, there is a salient feature that, if Rd is a
relevant MCR, Rr ð8r; d e> rÞ must be a relevant MCR.
2. I ¼ fRa ja e> sg. Ra 2 I may be a relevant MCR.
There is a key feature that, if Ra is not a relevant
MCR, Rv (8v; v e> a) cannot be a relevant MCR for s.
3. N ¼ fRu ju 6 e> s and s 6 e>ug. Ru 2 N cannot be a
relevant MCR for s.
Based on these categories, we only need to check
whether the MCRs of vertexes in {uju e> s or s e> u} are
relevant MCRs. Moreover, we can skip many irrelevant
MCRs based on 1 and 2 so as to efficiently identify relevant
MCRs. We devise an effective algorithm FindRMCR to
identify relevant MCRs according to the three categories as
shown in Fig. 8.
Given an accepting state  and an element in the runtime
stack e, FindRMCR first locates to the source vertexes
according to the NFA and the coverage graph based on the
links as illustrated in Fig. 8 (line 3). Then, for each source
vertex s, if Cs CKðeÞ (Cs ) Ks denotes the MCR for s),
the MCRs of such vertexes in fRd js e> dg must be relevant
MCRs (line 6), and FindRMCR identifies other relevant
MCRs, the corresponding vertexes of which have paths to e,
calling its subroutine FindAncestors (line 7); otherwise,
identifies other MCRs by calling subroutine FindDescendants (line 9).

4.4.1 Update of Coverage Graph
When a query is added, for each query keyword, we first
locate the maximal coverage rule for the keyword. If the
coverage does not contain the query keyword, we update
the coverage by adding the query keyword; otherwise, we
need not do any update. When a query is removed, for each
query keyword, we first locate the maximal coverage rule
for the keyword. If the occurrence number of the keyword
in the coverage is larger than one (the occurrence number is
the number of queries than contain the keyword, which can
be kept in the coverage graph), we decrease the occurrence
number by one; otherwise, we update the coverage by
removing the query keyword. If a maximal coverage rule is
updated, we only need update its associated edges on the
coverage graph.
4.5 KEMB Algorithm
We present how to incorporate MCRs and the coverage
graph into KEMB so as to efficiently discard outdated
elements in an eager manner. In contrast to KALE algorithm,
during the NFA execution, when an “end-of-element” e
arrives, KEMB checks whether there are accepting states for
e. If so, for each accepting state , KEMB checks whether e is
a CLCA for , constructs path returns, and delivers the result
to corresponding users. Then, KEMB locates to the source
vertexes and identifies the relevant MCRs based on the
coverage graph. If e and each relevant MCR satisfy Lemma 5,
KEMB discards outdated elements.
We devise an effective algorithm KEMB to answer large
numbers of concurrent keyword queries (Fig. 10). KEMB
first constructs the NFA, generates MCRs, and constructs
the coverage graph in line 2 (i.e., the step of Query Indexing
in KEMB, which can be performed offline). Then, KEMB
parses the XML document (line 3). For each incoming event,
if it is “start-of-document,” KEMB initializes the stack and
begins at the initial state (line 7; if it is “start-of-element,”
pushes e and “active states” by triggering the initial state
with keywords directly contained in e (line 9); if it is “endof-element,” calls its subroutine EoEþ to identify results and
discards outdated elements (line 11). EoEþ first pops the
topmost element e (line 2). For each accepting state of e,
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Fig. 9. A running example of KEMB with discarding outdated elements on queries in Table 1.

denoted by , KEMB constructs the path returns rooted at e
and delivers the results to corresponding users (line 4),
identifies the relevant MCRs (line 5), and discards outdated
elements as stated in Lemma 5 (line 6). Then, EoEþ takes T e
(the subtree rooted at e by eliminating the outdated
elements) as a subtree of the top element (line 7) and
triggers each active state of the topmost element with
keywords contained in K to generate “active states” for the
next element, where K is the keyword set contained in T e
(lines 9-11).
In the algorithm, we need visit each XML element and
generate active states. Then, for each accepting state, we
need discard outdated elements, thus the complexity is



O D  N  AS þ Ans  AV  ðCG þ DCGÞ , where D is the
depth of the input XML document, N is the number of XML
elements, AS is the average number of active states for each
element, Ans is the number of answers, AV is the average
number of source vertexes for each accepting state, CG is
the number of nodes in the coverage graph, and DCG is the
depth of the coverage graph. Having walked through the
logical construction and physical implementation of KEMB,
we give a running example.
Example 4. Recall Example 3, when <=d1 > arrives, as state
13 is an accepting state, KEMB identifies MCR fe; fg )
fe; fg in the coverage graph and discards elements e; f.
When <=b2 > arrives, as states 10,14,15 are accepting
states, KEMB identifies MCRs fa; b; cg ) fcg, fa; b;
c; dg ) fa; bg, fa; b; dg ) fdg and discards a; b; c; d. We
walk through the example as shown in Fig. 9. We see that
our strategy discards many outdated elements by
comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 5. We will experimentally
show the benefits of our methods in Section 5.

4.6 Supporting OR Semantics Efficiently
In this section, we discuss how to extend our method to
support the OR semantics efficiently. In the runtime stack,
the above-discussed method can generate all CLCAs in
terms of the AND semantics. To support the OR semantics,
when finding a CLCA in the runtime stack satisfying the
AND semantics, we check each of its children c as follows: If
we remove all of c’s descendants, the CLCA still contains
the same keywords, then c may be a CLCA in terms of the
OR semantics [12], and we still keep the subtree rooted at c
in the stack. We will compute CLCAs in terms of the OR
semantics under the subtree rooted at c later. After
generating all CLCAs satisfying the AND semantics, the
runtime stack still contains some keyword information, and
we identify other CLCAs in terms of the OR semantics as
TABLE 2
Characteristics of Three DTDs

Fig. 10. KEMB algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Elapsed time of indexing queries. (a) # of queries (*10,000) - NITF. (b) # of queries (*10,000) - DBLP. (c) # of queries (*10,000) - TreeBank.

Fig. 12. Elapsed time of the NFA execution. (a) # of queries (*10,000) - NITF. (b) # of queries (*10,000) - DBLP. (c) # of queries (*10,000) - TreeBank

follows: For each element in the stack from the bottom to
the top, e, if we remove its children which contain the same
keywords as e, e still contains the same keywords, then e
must be a CLCA in terms of the OR semantics. We generate
the path tree rooted at e including e’s descendants which
contain smaller number of distinct keywords than e [12],
and take it as an answer. Similarly, we can generate all
CLCAs in terms of the OR semantics.

5

EXPERIMENT STUDY

In this section, we examine the performance of KEMB. We
employed the news industry text format (NITF) DTD1 as a
data set. We used IBM’s XML Generator2 to generate 100
XML documents based on the NITF DTD. The sizes of all
the generated XML documents are in the range of 100-2,000
KB. We also used the real data set TreeBank3 and DBLP4 in
our experiments. For DBLP and TreeBank data sets, we
extracted data from the XML document to form 100 small
documents. The sizes of the extracted documents are about
1-10 MB.
We used the selected DTDs, NITF, DBLP, and TreeBank
(extracted from the data set) to generate the workloads for
our experiments. We used the tools provided in YFilter [9]
to generate XPath queries. Some characteristics of these
DTDs are shown in Table 2. Note that all of the DTDs
allow an infinite level of nesting due to loops involving
multiple elements.
Given a DTD, the tools used to run the experiments
include a DTD parser, a query generator, an XML generator,
and an event-based XML parser supporting the SAX
interface. The DTD parser which was developed using a
WUTKA DTD parser5 outputs parent-child relationships
between elements, and statistical information for each
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

http://www.nitf.org/.
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/xmlgenerator.
http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldata sets/.
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml.
http://www.wutka.com/dtdparser.html.

element including the probability of an attribute occurring
in an element (randomly chosen between 0 and 1) and the
maximum number of values an element or an attribute can
take (randomly chosen between 1 and 20). The output of the
DTD parser is used by the query generator and the
document generator. YFilter provides a query generator
that creates a set of XPath queries based on the workload
parameters and we used the default parameters in our
experiments. For each data set, we generated 10 sets of
XPath queries by varying query numbers from 10,000 to
100,000. Then, we generated the keyword queries by taking
terms of each XPath query as keywords of the transformed
keyword query.
To offer insight into the comparison between XPathbased methods and keyword-based methods, we compared
KEMB with YFilter [9] to show the benefits of our method.
We evaluated YFilter on the XPath queries and KEMB on
the corresponding keyword queries.
All the algorithms were implemented in Java. The codes
of YFilter were provided by YFilter group.6 We ran all the
experiments on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2.0 GHz CPU machine
with 2 GB memory running windows XP.

5.1 Indexing Keyword Queries
This section evaluates the performance of indexing large
numbers of keyword queries. We show the elapsed time of
indexing keyword queries (including constructing the NFA
and generating MCRs and the coverage graph) in Fig. 11.
We observe that the elapsed time of KEMB scales well
with the number of keyword queries. KEMB also outperforms YFilter. Because YFilter has to deal with the branch
nodes, predicates, wildcard, “/” and “//” in XPath queries
while KEMB only needs to index simple input keywords.
Moreover, KEMB can share many overlaps among keyword
queries, and thus, achieves much better performance. For
example, in Fig. 11, the elapsed time of indexing keyword
queries on NITF data set varies a little with the increase of
6. http://yfilter.cs.umass.edu/.
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Fig. 13. # of discarded elements. (a) # of queries (*10,000) - NITF. (b) # of queries (*10,000) - DBLP. (c) # of queries (*10,000) - TreeBank.

Fig. 14. Elapsed time by varying # of keywords (# of Queries ¼ 20;000). (a) # of keywords - NITF. (b) # of keywords - DBLP. (c) # of keywords TreeBank.

Fig. 15. # of discarded elements by varying # of keywords (# of Queries ¼ 20;000). (a) # of keywords - NITF. (b) # of keywords - DBLP. (c) # of
keywords - TreeBank.

the number of keyword queries; while YFilter performs
substantially worse than KEMB as it needs to index the
XPath queries and cannot share the overlaps of keywords.

5.2 Efficiency of KEMB
This section evaluates the filter efficiency of KEMB on various
data sets. We computed the elapsed time of KEMB with/
without discarding elements, and compared with YFilter. The
experimental results obtained are shown in Fig. 12. Moreover,
we give the number of discarded elements in Fig. 13.
We see that KEMB scales well with the number of
keyword queries. We note that KEMB with discarding
elements based on MCRs and the coverage graph indeed
improves the performance. Because KEMB need not
maintain the outdated elements and transit the useless
states. For example, on TreeBank data set, KEMB with
discarding elements only costs 400 ms to answer 100,000
keyword queries and discards about 45,000 outdated
elements.7 While YFilter costs nearly 2,000 ms. KEMB
achieves much higher performance than YFilter, as it is
rather expensive to deal with complicated XPath queries,
which involve branch nodes, predicates, wildcard “,”
double slash “//,” and slash “/.”
To offer insight into the performance, we evaluated our
algorithms by varying the number of keywords. We
7. The numbers of elements in the selected documents on NITF, DBLP,
and TreeBank are, respectively, 19340, 151003, and 170164.

grouped the generated keyword queries according to the
number of keywords in each query. There are eight groups
with the numbers of keywords varying from 3 to 10. Each
group has 20,000 queries. Fig. 14 gives the elapsed time of
processing such queries and Fig. 15 illustrates the number
of discarded elements.
We observe that with the increase of the numbers of
input keywords, KEMB can discard more outdates elements, and thus, achieves much higher efficiency than
YFilter. This is because the keyword queries with more
keywords will result in more relevant elements, and thus,
more outdated elements will be involved. Thus, KEMB
varies slightly with the increase of the numbers of input
keywords, while the performance of YFilter drops down
sharply. For example, on DBLP data set, KEMB only costs
420 ms when the number of keywords is 10, while YFilter

Fig. 16. Elapsed time of the NFA execution (DBLP).
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Fig. 17. Precision on different numbers of queries. (a) # of queries (*10,000) - NITF. (b) # of queries (*10,000) - DBLP. (c) # of queries (*10,000) TreeBank.

Fig. 18. Precision on different numbers of keywords (# of Queries ¼ 20;000). (a) # of keywords - NITF. (b) # of keywords - DBLP. (c) # of keywords TreeBank.

costs nearly 1,000 ms. Moreover, KEMB can discard 13,000
outdated elements.
We also used the DBLP data set (470 MB) as a single,
really huge document to test our algorithm. Fig. 16 gives the
experimental results. We can see that our method can
efficiently identify relevant answers on a large document.

5.3 Effectiveness of KEMB
This section evaluates the filter effectiveness of KEMB on
various data sets. We took the results of XPath queries as
the accurate answers to evaluate the effectiveness. We used
the well-known metrics precision and recall to evaluate
our algorithms. Fig. 17 illustrates the precision of KEMB by
varying different numbers of queries and Fig. 18 shows the
precision with different numbers of keywords. We observe
that KEMB achieves high precision on NITF and DBLP
data sets and gets good quality on TreeBank data set.
Although KEMB has few false positives since keyword
queries are not as powerful as XPath queries, keyword
search is user friendly.
In addition, we compared our method with SLCA [41]. We
evaluate the answer by human judgement. A group of users
(20 people from different research areas) participated in the
user study. An answer is deemed to be relevant if the majority
of the users think it is relevant. To assess recall, the users
browsed the entire XML document to verify whether relevant
results were missed by the search. As the XML documents
used in this experiment were small (about 1 MB), the users
can compute the real recall through browsing the data.
Table 3 gives the average precision and recall for all queries.
We note that our method outperforms SLCA as our method
can avoid false negatives introduced by SLCA, especially on
TreeBank data set with highly nested structures.
5.4 Usability Study
To evaluate the usability of different algorithms, we used
the INEX 2005 data set.8 The INEX corpus is composed of
8. http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2005/.

the full texts, marked up in XML, consisting of 16,819 articles of the IEEE Computer Society’s publications from
12 magazines and six transactions, covering the period of
1995-2004, and totaling 735 megabytes in size. The collection has a suitably complex XML structure (192 different
models in DTD) and contains scientific articles of varying
length. On average an article contains 1,532 XML nodes,
where the average depth of a node is 6.9.
The INEX 2005 collection consists of 47 content and
structure (CAS) topics and 40 Content-Only + Structure
(CO+S) topics. Here, we focus on the CO+S topics. For each
CO+S topic, we generated a keyword query by selecting
some keywords from the title. For example, we generate the
keyword query of topic 231 as “markov chains graph
related algorithms.”
INEX 2005 proposes a new set of measures, the eXtended
Cumulated Gain (XCG) measures. The XCG measures are a
family of evaluation measures that are an extension of the
cumulated gain (CG)-based metrics and which aim to
consider the dependency of XML elements (e.g., overlap
and near misses) within the evaluation [23]. We used the
normalized extended cumulated gain (nxCG) to evaluate an
answer. We compared with the best results at INEX 2005 and
gave the virtual rank of our method at INEX 2005. Table 4
illustrates the results. We see that our method achieves high
performance at the Focused task. This is because the Focused
retrieval requires the results with the right granularity, and
without overlap, and our method generates overlap-free
subtrees rooted CLCAs as answers. In addition, CLCAs
emphasize on the structural information to answer keyword
TABLE 3
Precision/Recall on Various Data Sets
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TABLE 4
Evaluation Results on INEX 2005 CO+S Topics: (a) Thorough
Retrieval Strategies and (b) Focused Retrieval Strategies

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

queries and the Focused retrieval strategy benefits more
from the structural hints.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the problem of keywordbased XML message brokering with user subscribed profiles
of keyword queries. We have presented an algorithm KALE
to efficiently and effectively answer keyword queries in
XML data streams. We have devised an automaton-based
algorithm KEMB to answer large numbers of concurrent
keyword queries. We have demonstrated techniques to
effectively index large numbers of queries by sharing the
overlaps for improving the performance and scalability. We
have demonstrated an effective mechanism to discard
outdated elements in an eager manner. We have conducted
an extensive experimental study, and the results show that
KEMB achieves high performance and scales very well.
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